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We refer to our previous circulars to Investors on the progress of the receivership of the Letten 
Schemes and now provide Investors with a further update on:  

1. Realisations 

2. Investigations 

3. Public Examination of Mr Paul Lane 

4. Receivers’ remuneration 

5. Future conduct 

1 Realisations 

As previously advised, there are two asset based items that are being finalised. Both of these 
have progressed in recent months and one has now been finalised.  

Mount Hutt Project  

Investors will recall the project related to a property in the South Island of New Zealand 
upon which townhouses were to be developed.  The registered proprietor of the Mount Hutt 
property is Tosswill Limited (a New Zealand company). Tosswill Limited is owned by 
Mark Letten (on behalf of Investors) and a third party.  A liquidator has not been appointed 
to Tosswill Limited. 

As previously advised settlement was reached with the third party shareholder under a Deed 
of Settlement.  The specific terms of that settlement are confidential.  The Settlement Deed 
was approved by the Federal Court of Australia (“the Court”) on 4 December 2014. A copy 
of the Court Order is available on the KPMG Letten Investor website 
(www.kpmg.com.au/lettenschemes). The settlement sum of $220,000 NZD was received on 
19 December 2014. 

This matter is now finalised and no further realisations are expected from this scheme. 
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Moorhouse Shopping Centre project (“the Centre”) 

Investors will recall the sale of the Centre was initially due to settle three days after the 
earthquake in Christchurch in February 2011.  The sale has been delayed due to the 
earthquake damage sustained by the Centre and the delays in finalising the subsequent 
insurance claim.   

Settlement with the original purchaser recently occurred and the liquidator of the New 
Zealand Company is adjudicating on creditor claims received (including a claim from LGH 
Administration Pty Ltd (Receivers and Manger Appointed) (In Liquidation) (“LGHA”) 
which is the largest creditor). A distribution is expected to be received in the coming months 
and paid into the Common Fund.  

We will provide Investors with a further update as soon as practicable.   

2 Investigations 

As previously advised recovery proceedings were commenced against Mr Mark Letten and 
Mr Paul Lane in the Supreme Court of Victoria on 23 July 2014 in respect of claims 
relating to their involvement in the operation of the Letten Schemes.  
 
The matter is at a very early stage and the Receivers expect Messrs Letten and Lane to file 
their respective defences in March this year.  Investors will continue to be updated as 
the litigation progresses.  

3 Public Examination of Mr Paul Lane 

On 15 December 2014, the Receivers caused Mr Paul Lane to be served with a Summons 
for Public Examination issued by the Court. The Summons is returnable for production of 
documentation of all books and records relating to the examinable affairs of LGHA on 6 
February 2015 followed by an oral examination on 19 March 2015 at 9.30am. 
 
The purpose of this examination is to assist the Receivers with their ongoing investigations 
into LGHA and the Letten Schemes. 

4 Receivers’ Remuneration 

As previously advised, the Receivers’ filed a notice of appeal on 9 October 2014 with the 
Federal Court of Appeal in relation to the Court’s Orders dated 13 March 2014 and 12 
September 2014. A hearing of the appeal has been scheduled with the Court on 6 March 
2015 at 10.15am. 

Investors will be advised of the outcome of the hearing as soon as it is possible to do so. 
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5 Future conduct: 

The outstanding asset / recovery matters which need to be finalised before the final 
distribution can be paid include: 

• Receiving a distribution from the liquidation of the Moorhouse Shopping Centre; and 

• Finalising the outcome of the action against Mr Letten and Mr Lane for their respective 
involvement in the operation of the Letten Schemes. 

 
There are a number of other statutory and Investor activities we continue to undertake while 
the receiverships continue.  These include: 

• Ongoing statutory and bookkeeping tasks; 

• Attending to Investor queries and correspondence (telephone calls, emails and letters); 

• Maintenance of the dedicated Investor website (including periodic updates) and 1800 
telephone number; and 

• Periodic completion of post appointment receivership tax returns (as required). 
 

At this time it is not possible to determine the amount or timing of the final distribution, 
however Investors will be advised as soon as it is practicable. 

 
We will continue to update Investors as and when it is appropriate to do so. Should you have 
any queries in the meantime please send an email to lettenschemes@kpmg.com.au. 

 

Yours faithfully 

 

 

 

Damian Templeton 
Receiver and Manager 

 
 

 


